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HERITAGE BLOCK SITTING WALL KIT
(20.5” tall x 50” wide x 21” deep)

Materials included
q 8 Triple-Sided Retaining Wall Blocks
q 2 Retaining Wall Caps

Additional materials and tools needed for this project
ABC or 57 Stone

Protective Equipment

Rubber Mallet

Level

Weather Resistant Concrete
Adhesive

Tape Measure
Tamping Tool

Instructions

The Heritage Block Sitting Wall is designed to be installed with the first course of block being below
ground level but may also be placed flat at surface level. These instructions will take you step-by-step
through ground preparation and assembly of your new sitting wall.
Responsibilities:
It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure compliance with all applicable laws, codes and regulations
for any project. Proper safety precautions must be taken before and during the construction of each
project. Please follow standard safety guidelines and wear necessary protective equipment when
building your Heritage Block Sitting Wall.
Ground Preparation:
A solid foundation is necessary in order to prevent settling and to keep your backyard focal point
beautiful for many years. The sitting wall is designed to be installed with the first course of block
below ground level; however, it may also be placed at surface level.
Level a rectangular area 55” long and 27” wide of compacted soil 8” below grade, then spread and
compact ABC or 57 stone along bottom of excavated trench leveling to 6” below grade using a tamping
tool, or follow local building codes required type of foundation.
Stack the first course of Heritage Block triple-side block in the trench with the finished ends facing
outward (smooth sides should be touching). Be sure to keep the blocks close together and level
individual blocks from front to back and side to side. Blocks may need to be shifted slightly in order
to get a snug fit.
Install the second, third and fourth courses in the same pattern.
Before proceeding to the next step, check to make sure all blocks are level and fit snugly together.
Caution: Do not use adhesive until all caps are placed and fit properly.

HERITAGE BLOCK SITTING WALL KIT

Instructions continued
Place the first top cap directly over one of the blocks in the fourth course then repeat allowing for
consistent overhang along the entire wall. Once the caps are in place, remove one cap at a time and
place a quarter size dab of adhesive on the bottom of the cap before replacing it. Continue this process
until all caps are secured by adhesive.
Caution: Allow the adhesive to cure as directed by the manufacturer before using.
Note: A concrete or masonry saw blade can be used to cut one of the caps to obtain a specific look or to
ensure proper fit if needed.
Enjoy your Heritage Block Sitting Wall!
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